
Best Places to Display Artificial
Hanging Plants



Fake hanging plants offer versatility in home decor, adding a touch of nature without the maintenance.
Designer Vertical Gardens’ range of artificial hanging plants in Australia is perfect for any room in your
home, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere. From balconies to bedrooms, our fake hanging plants are
available in multiple sizes and styles to suit any interior design.

Ceiling Hooks

Fake hanging plants from sturdy ceiling hooks or beams infuse rooms with an enchanting suspended garden

vibe. Ensure secure installations to support their weight and create an ethereal, floating greenery effect.

Window Sills

Mounting wall brackets or shelves presents an opportunity to create eye-catching displays. Arrange a

variety of artificial hanging plants on these platforms, turning your walls into living art pieces that brighten

up any room.

https://www.designerverticalgardens.com.au/collections/hanging-plants


Wall Brackets or Shelves

Mounting wall brackets or shelves presents an opportunity to create eye-catching displays. Arrange a

variety of artificial hanging plants on these platforms, turning your walls into living art pieces that brighten

up any room.

Pergolas or Gazebos

Extend your decor outdoors by adorning pergolas or gazebos with hanging artificial plants. They effortlessly

blend with the natural setting, creating a serene atmosphere.

Room Corners

Unutilised corners can instantly transform into cosy nooks with strategically placed hanging artificial

plants. Soften the edges, create a serene atmosphere, and turn forgotten corners into delightful focal

points.



From Curtain Rods

Enhance the beauty of your windows by complementing

them with hanging artificial plants. Using curtain rods to

suspend these plants alongside your drapes or above the

windows adds a layer of elegance to the entire space.

These are just some of the ways that artificial plants can be

used to bring beauty and elegance into your home. With so

many options available at our online shop, it’s easy to find

something that complements your unique style and will last

for years to come.

No matter where you choose to use them, one thing is for

sure – our range of artificial plants will bring life and

character to your indoor or outdoor space.

https://www.designerverticalgardens.com.au/collections/artificial-plants
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